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In this issue of the International Journal of Epidemiology, O’Connell
et al. report on a population-based study estimating the pre-
valence of hepatitis B virus seropositivity in Ireland, in which
saliva samples were collected by the respondents themselves,
and mailed back to the researchers.1 Although the cost of the
study is not reported, we may guess that it was cheap: respond-
ents collected the samples for free, and sample delivery was the
cost of a regular mail stamp. What is remarkable is not that this
study was done, but that such mail-based studies are not done
more often.
Using the study participant as the primary data collector and
the mail as route of delivery is routine for questionnaire surveys,
but not for gathering other types of data. Possible uses (some
tested, some not) are numerous. Saliva samples can be used not
only for serological testing, but also for detection of various
other biomarkers, such as cotinine.2 If oral mucosa is scraped 
in order to collect epithelial cells, the material allows for genetic
testing,3 thus opening the field of population-based genetic
studies. Other bodily fluids could be presumably collected in
this way, including nasal secretions,4 urine,5 stools,6 and per-
haps even blood samples, at least in select subgroups such as
patients with diabetes. Collecting nail clippings (e.g. for arsenic
determination7) or hair (e.g. for substance abuse measurements8)
might be even easier.
Furthermore, respondents may be asked to provide health-
related data based on self-inspection (e.g. the number of missing
or filled teeth checked in the mirror9) or simple self-measurement
(e.g. peak-flow meter readings, skinfold thickness) if the
measurement instrument can be supplied. Respondents could
also provide data on environmental exposures: household dust
(perhaps collected in freshly changed vacuum bags, to test for
allergens), samples of tap water (to measure magnesium con-
tent, or bacteriological purity), chips of housepaint (in search of
lead), and perhaps even indoor air samples. Participants might
also provide remnants or wrappings of consumption products,
such as cigarette butts, empty cigarette packs, or medication pack-
aging, as a way of validating self-report or assessing the precise
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content of such products. Given the low cost of single use photo-
graphic cameras, participants could be asked to take pictures 
of their open refrigerators (to study food content10), medicine
cabinets (to assess self-medication patterns), housing arrange-
ments (to check for hazards increasing the risk of falls), or even
of themselves (to assess results of skin treatments).
Such studies transfer onto the study participant the burden 
of collecting primary data, but also the responsibility for data
quality. This reliance on untrained data collectors may cause
concern. Much like instructions that accompany cheap Swedish
self-assembly furniture, instructions for conducting sampling
procedures and measurements must be clear and foolproof, and
the instruments cheap and reliable. The study by O’Connell
suggests that saliva collection is feasible, as more than 98% of
samples were suitable for testing. The question of feasibility
remains open for other possible uses of autonomous data col-
lection. Furthermore feasibility does not guarantee quality. To
what extent autonomous data collection introduces information
bias is unclear. Other problems might arise from inadvertently
or wilfully incorrect data collection procedures being used by
the distracted or the annoyed.
However, the main limitation of such mail-based do-it-
yourself data collection methods is selection bias. Firstly, in most
postal surveys, a small percentage of responders are not those
for whom the questionnaire was intended. Whether this
percentage would increase when the data collection is more
complex than checking all boxes that apply remains to be seen.
Much more important is global non-response. In a survey of
smokers, the request of a saliva sample from a random sub-
sample of participants substantially reduced the initial response
rate.2 The reduction in the response rate may be greater for
more challenging data collection procedures, or when the pro-
cedure is perceived as potentially threatening for the respond-
ents’ privacy. For instance, even if O’Connell et al. clearly stated
the purpose of their survey, some people might have feared that
testing for other viruses, such as HIV, would be performed.
Guaranteeing the confidentiality and anonymity of sensitive
data in such studies is crucial.
Even if data collection is simple and non-threatening, mail
surveys may produce insufficient response rates. The study by
O’Connell reached 60%, which is commendable, given that
saliva samples were requested. This response rate may have
been bolstered by the offer of a free lottery prize, and more
imaginative research is needed to identify incentives that work
best in general population settings. Nevertheless, we may
wonder how meaningful a prevalence rate estimate of hepatitis
B virus antibodies of 0.5% is when based on only five positive
tests. How likely is it that the 40% of non-respondents would
have the same risk exposure patterns, knowing that exposure to
hepatitis B is likely more frequent among drug users, Asian
immigrants, or other strata of society who are less likely than
others to participate in such a survey? More subtly, the reason
for non-participation may be important;11 people who decline
participation because they resent providing a saliva sample may
differ from those who hate filling questionnaires or those 
who lack the time (incidentally, the possibility that incentives
aimed at increasing the response rate may in themselves cause
information or selection bias in mail surveys remains largely
unexplored). The consequences of partial participation may be
less serious if the study under consideration is analytical rather
than descriptive; in other words, associations between variables
may be less sensitive to selection bias than prevalence estimates
or other descriptive statistics.12
Even in this age of the internet, mail-based studies remain
appealing: almost everyone has a postal address and most people
have only one, sampling frames are fairly up to date, most
people read their mail in timely fashion, communication costs
are reasonable, and, as O’Connell et al. demonstrate, more than
written information can be sent over that old-fashioned com-
munication network.
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